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Abstract
The Early Bronze Age of Cyprus is not a very well understood chronological period of
the island for a variety of reasons. These include: the inaccessibility of the northern part of the
island after the Turkish invasion, the lack of a written language, and the fragility of Cypriot
artifacts. Many aspects of protohistoric Cypriot life have become more understood, such as: the
economic structure, social organization, and interactions between Cyprus and Anatolia. Despite
this improvement in some areas, religion is still largely not understood. With the arrival of new
animals and symbols, there is clearly a shift in reverence. However, how this shift came about
and what these new practices represented is not clear.
This paper analyzes these new practices and symbols in light of the surrounding
mainland, specifically the Levant, Anatolia, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. By analyzing the
similarities between these various cultures and Cyprus through pottery and iconographic
representations, and understanding the temporal contexts of these changes, the determination of
whether or not ideologies were transmitted to Cyprus or originated on the island will be
concluded.
Three aspects of Early Bronze Age Cypriot religion will be examined: fertility, bulls, and
snakes. Then, a comprehensive analysis of the possible transmission of a fusion goddess with
Levantine, Mesopotamian, and Egyptian qualities will be undertaken. It is my conclusion that
the bull cult originated in Anatolia and made its way through the mass migration of its
population to Cyprus in the mid-third millennium. The snake cult has more shadowy origins but
most likely began on the island itself, but took qualities from the populations the islanders
interacted with. Last, Inanna-Ištar was brought to Cyprus during the latter half of the third
millennium, most likely through the Temple of Byblos where Ba’alat Gebal was worshipped.
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Introduction
The third millennium B.C.E. for Cyprus (Figure I) was a time of dramatic change for the
island that had previously been characterized by its markedly intense isolation. Over the span of
a thousand years, the island underwent three distinct phase changes: the Late Chalcolithic (30002500 B.C.E.), Philia (2500-2350 B.C.E.), and the Early Cypriot Bronze Age (2500-2000 B.C.E)
(Steel, 2004). The reason for this overlap of the latter two phases is because of the continuance
of multiple Chalcolithic settlements into the Early Bronze Age (EBA) and the overlap of pottery
styles for which much of the chronological system is based (Morris, 1985).
Before this millennium, the Cypriots had been living in relative isolation, taking practices
from the Levantine mainland from where they are most likely to have originated (Price, 1977).
At this point, practices began to diverge, bringing a character to Cyprus that was all its own.
There are a number of possible explanations proposed by scholars for the changes that occurred
during the Late Chalcolithic phase. One possibility is a changing social organization on the
island that resulted in a stratification of social classes. This developing social pattern resulted in
an emerging elite that saw Anatolian practices as something to adopt to stand out or better
themselves. Also, a system of communication between Cyprus and Anatolia may have
developed that was not focused on social hierarchy or on movement of people, but an exchange
of materials and ideas (Kouka, 2011). The final explanation, and the most likely, is the
immigration of Anatolian migrants onto Cyprus (Kouka, 2011; Dikaios, 1962; Swiny, 1986)
Many scholars argue on the side of insularity, that the people of the island experienced their
development among themselves with little to no impact from outside influences (Stewart, 1962;
Merrillees, 1973; Held, 1993).
There are a variety of ways in which the culture of the island changed at the transition
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point of the Philia phase: social complexity, trade connections, pottery styles, agricultural
technology, etc. The strategic location of this island and the valuable resources that are plentiful
made it an area of interest to the surrounding mainland, positioned 40 miles south of Turkey and
60 miles to the west of Syria (Taeuber, 1955). Also changing on the island were the religious
practices of the people, an aspect of Cypriot life that experienced a dramatic change over the
course of a thousand years as it became more open to contact with many groups around the
Mediterranean. The religion of the Cypriots can be examined through a variety of social
practices and material culture, as religion was often both a result and cause of the lifestyle of the
Cypriots. For example, the increasing practice of metallurgy seems to have caused a shift from a
less egalitarian society and gradually towards a more stratified social organization in the north of
Cyprus (Webb and Frankel, 2013; Bolger, 1996).
The following will discuss the impact of the surrounding civilizations, primarily the
Levant and Anatolia, on the shifts in religious belief systems on Cyprus. This will be done
through a comparative analysis of Levantine, Anatolian, and Cypriot religious beliefs, and a
close examination of the archaeological evidence examining possible relationships. First will be
a brief discussion on the study of religion and the modes of cultural diffusion, followed by a
discussion of Cypriot beliefs and then a discussion on the possible connections that find their
origin in external countries. Also to be discussed is the transmission of an Ištar-Hathor fusion
goddess to Cyprus as a possible descendant to the cruciform figures of the Chalcolithic and a
precursor to the eventual Aphrodite cult that found its home on Cyprus. The insularity of Cyprus
will also be taken into consideration, as divergence and evolution of beliefs is critical to the
examination of the characteristic Cypriot religion.
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Methods of Analysis
There are a variety of ways in which someone can explore the aspects of religion in a
prehistoric civilization. The primary obstacle to get past is the lack of written records, not only
in the region of focus but in surrounding localities that likely had contact with it. While written
records provide a more direct interpretation of the ideologies of the people in question,
iconographic representations, such as stars and zig-zags, must be analyzed depending upon
context. Context itself depends on a variety of factors: 1) other symbols that it interacts with or
is surrounded by, 2) the item on which it is found, and 3) the location in which it is found. Even
with these three factors in mind, accurate interpretation is difficult and can only be held up with
any definite validity if other instances in which it is found occur in a proportionately high
amount and/or if cultural similarities provide enough evidence to suggest a definite correlation.
The Early Bronze Age of Cyprus lacked written records and so the primary objects of
focus were: pottery, figurines, and specific iconography. By analyzing these various aspects of
visual culture we may be able to understand the development of the new religious system in
Cyprus. By comparative analysis with the surrounding populations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, the
Levant, and Anatolia, and the approximate date that certain symbols and practices were adopted
in Cyprus in comparison to other areas, we may be able to begin seeing a connection of
traditions.

Modes of Cultural Diffusion
The process of cultural diffusion is not one of simplicity. Very often one will not find a
direct transmission of ideas and behavior from one culture to the next, but instead must look at
certain avenues of transportation to find where both the origin and the final location are. The
paths of cultural diffusion that will be examined throughout the course of this investigation of
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comparative religions will be the following: trade, migration, and political contact. The
separation of these three methods will not be an easy task, as they are all very interconnected,
especially with the onset of the Early Bronze Age and the sudden increase in trade throughout
the Mediterranean.
According to Oosterbeek (2001), there are four types of change that are important to take
into consideration in this study:

1. Deviation: "change caused by a non-predictable separation from the rule;"
2. Evolution: "progressive change dominated by assimilation procedures;"
3. Revolution: "dramatic change, dominated by accommodation procedures, be them
derived from external or internal factors;"
4. Mutation: "change that leads to a final result with limited relations with its origins."

These four methods of change can be seen in the development of the religious traditions
of Cyprus from the beginning of the third millennium B.C.E. to the transition into the second
millennium. The characteristic insularity of Cyprus that occurred in two important phases (the
Neolithic separation from the mainland after the first successful permanent settlements on the
island and the Early Bronze Age collapse of maritime trade in the Eastern Mediterranean that
resulted in the second separation of the islanders from the surrounding land) caused the distinct
variations of religious practices that were transmitted to the island (Webb and Frankel, 2013).
The further division on the island itself between the northern conglomeration of settlements and
those of the south created further divisions as social and economic organizations differed
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between the two areas. Both of these important components of diversity and its effect on the
adoption of religious principles will be gone into further detail later on.

Diffusion of Religion
The study of religious diffusion across cultures, or more specifically the process of
syncretism (religious traditions merging), has changed significantly over the past few decades.
There has been a shift from seeing this process as resistance to an oppressive culture or for
instituting a new political administration to one where it occurs in order to maintain cultural
traditions while accommodating to the new ideologies introduced to the population (Shaw and
Stewart, 1994). Much of the focus of the scholarship of religion has been to establish a system
of continuity both between cultures and within a culture (Marcus and Flannery, 1994). This is
evident in the examination of the cultural transmission of Inanna-Ištar from Mesopotamia to
Syria to Cyprus, and to as far as the Greek mainland. It can also be seen in much of the research
surrounding the interpretation of Bronze Age figurines in relation to those produced in the
Chalcolithic, the need to find a continuation for the meaning of one period's figurines to those of
the next. While there may indeed be a connection, it is also just as possible that an abrupt shift
occurred and they do not carry the same meaning, only the same general purpose of acting as a
symbol.
The meaning of symbol is an important concept to discuss before going into discussion
about the religion of Cyprus and its similarities to those on the mainland areas around it.
According to Briault (2007), a "cult symbol" is a "whole complex of material representations"
that are common throughout a region. They can occur as concrete objects, painted forms, or in
glyptic forms. Such a view of symbols will be helpful in understanding the possible influences
of the mainland on the shift in religious practices in Cyprus during the Early Bronze Age and the
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continuation of traditional practices by the ancient Cypriots as they learned to adapt to the influx
of new ideas brought from traders and settlers.
Sperber (1985) provides a useful analysis of the diffusion of religion, comparing it to the
biological mechanism of infectious disease. The success of the representation passed from one
culture to the next depends upon how relevant they are to the new population, how this culture
can connect features of its society to the incoming one. If the existing population has a society
so markedly different from the one where these new ideas are passing, then the religion will find
no firm holding as a prevalent institution in the new region. Also important is what occurs with
the symbols or ideas themselves if they have experienced successful transmission. If the
symbols are easy to remember, they will continue in intact form. However, if they are too
difficult, they will be changed into a more familiar context, an idea which may provide useful
explanation further in this paper. The transmission of Inanna-Ištar to Cyprus may have
undergone significant change due to the need to accommodate to already present systems of
belief on the island; therefore, it was translated into established methods of art or modified by the
movement of Anatolian ideas onto the island as well. Cyprus became a melting-pot at the
opening of the Early Bronze Age, allowing it to be examined as a useful example for this theory
of the diffusion of religion and the interaction of multiple religious traditions in a relatively
isolated community.

Status of the Cypriot Population
Insularity
For much of Cyprus's prehistory, the island was left in isolation from the surrounding
mainland. The reason for this is not understood, and if there was any minimal contact, there is
little to no evidence of it occurring. However, this insularity was important for the development
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of Cyprus up until the Early Bronze Age and influenced the way outside influences impacted its
culture. This isolation from the mainland helped to ensure an economic and cultural stability of
the island's population for much of its Neolithic and Bronze Age history (Held, 1993).
Prior to the large Anatolian migration of the Early Bronze Age, Cyprus possibly
experienced two important migrations of people during the Neolithic. The first was during the
tenth millennium B.C.E., when hunter-gatherers made their way to the island, and the second
occurred during the seventh millennium B.C.EC.E., and may have been a transition of population
from the Syro-Cilican region to Cyprus (Held, 1993).
Prior to the beginning of the ECI period, the island seems to have been linked by a
common cultural identity. By about 2300 B.C.E., increasing cultural variation began to form
between the north and the south of the island, probably caused by the increasing influence of the
Anatolians that settled on the island around 2450 B.C.E. Webb and Frankel (2013) provide two
possible reasons for this division between regions: 1) an increase in population within a
settlement decreased the demand for communication and trading with other settlements, and 2)
the eastern Mediterranean trading system had collapsed in the latter half of the third millennium
B.C.E. probably causing a decrease in demand for copper on the island. This second possibility
would result in a decreased need for certain settlements to deal with other settlements when the
primary motivation was obtaining copper for production and trade. Mesopotamia, the Levant,
and Egypt were experiencing a tumultuous period in their civilizations and Anatolia and the
Aegean were also experiencing a period of decline and collapse near the end of the EB II. This
forced Cyprus back into a period of insularity, most likely allowing them to culturally adapt the
ideologies they had picked up from this sudden period of foreign interactions and shape it into a
religion that was characteristically Cypriot in nature.
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Migration
The question of migration and the extent to which it influenced the Cypriot islanders has
been a major question for Cypriot archaeologists focusing on the Early Bronze Age. Several
ideas occurring along a spectrum have been presented in an effort to solve this question.
Theories range from: large migrations that forced major change on Cyprus (Dikaios, 1962);
migratory influence but not to such an extreme (Swiny, 1986); and insularity (Stewart, 1962;
Merrillees, 1973). Manning (1993) suggested that the rising of a social hierarchy in
northwestern Cyprus led to changes in Cypriot culture, economy, and political organization as
they searched for foreign goods to increase their wealth and prestige. This idea combines both
insularity and foreign influence, but does not focus on an influx of immigrants into Cyprus.
Knapp (1993) proposed a possibility that works with Manning's idea, that the rising social
complexity spurred increased trade both within and outside the island. Kouka (2011) sums up
nicely the various possibilities as to how the Philia phase arose: the incorporation of Anatolian
works by a Cypriot elite as Cyprus shifted from an egalitarian society to one of social hierarchy,
a movement from south/southwest Anatolia to Cyprus, or contact between the regions prior to
the EBA. Many arguments work along these lines, feeling more comfortable along the middle of
the spectrum.
The argument presented here is that the Anatolian migration of the Early Bronze Age
created an important shift in the religious beliefs of Cypriot ideology. The belief presented here
is that the effect of migration on different aspects of Cypriot life cannot be examined as a whole,
but must be looked at in its parts. For example, the examination of the effect of Anatolian
migrants on social complexity will be different than the extent to which the same migration
affected the economic production of Cypriot settlements. Each aspect of Cyprus must be
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examined separately rather than as a whole, and, in this specific case, the religion of Cyprus was
affected to a large degree by the influx of Anatolian migration, contributing greatly to the bull
cult that arose on the island and making changes to the fertility ideology of the religion.
The change in Cypriot social and environmental conditions changed drastically at the
opening of the Early Bronze Age due to the onset of the copper trade in the Eastern
Mediterranean. There are many possible reasons for the movement of people from Anatolia to
Cyprus in the early third millennium B.C.E., but two of the favored suggestions are: 1) simply a
movement of people to a new location in attempt for new opportunities, or 2) a movement of
refugees fleeing incoming marauders (Pilides, 2008). Swiny (1989) and Webb and Frankel
(2013) also point out the importance of copper in the newly developing economic sphere of the
Eastern Mediterranean as the establishment of the Bronze Age was occurring in much of the
surrounding mainland. As Cyprus contained a plentiful supply of copper ore, those who knew of
it came to the island to exploit the resources, especially in the western and central parts where the
concentration was highest due to the mountain range. Southeastern Anatolia was involved in
trading routes between the northeast Aegean, the Cyclades, and Greece (Webb and Frankel,
2013), and the finding of large copper sources in Cyprus allowed a surge in production of trade
material.
It is believed that the people from Anatolia entered the island near Vasilia in the north of
the island (Webb and Frankel, 2013). This conclusion makes sense in light of the intense impact
of Anatolian influence on the nearby sites of Lapithos, Karmi Palealona, and Bellapais Vounous.
These sites represent the most dramatic shift of religious beliefs and social change in Cyprus
during this time period, most probably due to the occurrence of Anatolian migrants landing on
the island in these locations and then settling down within the nearby settlements. Despite the
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intensity of change and the likelihood of these locations as the ports of entry, there is a difficulty
in understanding aspects of the region due to the closing off of the area to archaeological
investigation when the island was politically divided in 1974 (Webb and Frankel, 2013). The
settlement of Pyrgos-Mavrorachi supports Swiny's argument of the push for copper resources in
the expansion of people and the onset of the Bronze Age in Cyprus, although there is little doubt
in the scholarly community that copper was an important motivating factor for the development
of this period. Pyrgos has been revealed to be a major center of copper production in Cyprus, a
workshop uncovered that had separate places for metallurgy and washing. This settlement shows
evident traces of the production of copper products that were most likely traded with other
settlements (Belgiorno, 2000). This settlement may reveal significant evidence for the transition
of culture and religion in Cyprus as it shows signs of Chalcolithic habitation (two idols were
found, one made of steatite, the other stone) and plank-shaped Red Polished idol fragments from
the Middle Bronze Age, showing continuation through a significant cultural period of change.
The excavation of three major Philia phase settlements allowed for the construction of a
chronology that exhibited the characteristics of the shifting ideologies and techniques of the
Cypriots in accordance with the influx of Anatolian migrants from the mainland: PhiliaVasilikos, Kyra-Kaminia, and Kyra-Alonia (Pilides, 2008). Marki-Alonia also revealed very
close connections to Anatolia, suggesting that it was another major settlement experiencing
newfound relations with this group of people.
Before entering discussion on the effect of Anatolia on Cypriot religion, evidence of
Anatolian contact and migration must be examined. What is more important is not the proof of
migration itself, but that there is evidence linking the two locations together to such an extent
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that there is clear influence shown, whether produced by the settling of Anatolian migrants or by
trade that occurred between the two areas.

Evidence of Influence in Cypriot Environment
In Pyrgos, there is evidence of Anatolian influence on several amphorae that were found
in tombs of the settlement. In Tomb XVI, a Red Polished amphora shows an Anatolian idol in
relief that is similar to a vase from Kosk Hoyuk in the Early Bronze Age. In Tomb XXI, another
amphora with horned horizontal handles and a biconical body shows a relationship to a
Beycesultan pattern in Level XIV of the Early Bronze Age II. Also, several bronze tools show
similarities to those found in Kusura in Anatolia (Belgiorno, 1995). There are also several vases
that have human faces on them (Belgiorno, 1995; Kouka, 2011). These humans are similar to
metal figurines in Troy II, Alaca Hoyuk, Horoztepe, and Hasnoglan and disc-faced figurines in
western and central Anatolia (Kouka, 2011).
One of the most probable transmissions of Anatolian culture to Cyprus is the production
of Red Polished Ware. The red bowls, vessels, and pottery of Anatolian-inspired design became
present in Cyprus during the third millennium B.C.E. This is due either to contact occurring
between the two regions over an extended period of time or because of comingling of
populations on the island over an extended period of time (Kouka, 2011). The favored opinion is
habitation of Anatolians on Cyprus. Various earrings have been found in Tomb VI at Sotira
(electrum), Kissonerga (bronze), and Tomb VI of Marki-Davari (bronze) that are similar in
design to those at Troy II (Kouka, 2011; Swiny, 2003).
The influence of the immigrants did not only exist in the formation of artifacts such as
grave goods and domestic figurines, but also in the economic and architectural developments of
the time period. The importation of cattle from the mainland with the migrants resulted in the
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use of the plow in agriculture (singlehandedly revolutionizing the economy and food supply of
the island), new funerary practices, a transition from circular formations to buildings in
rectilinear structures, and the search for copper resources (especially in the Troodos mountains)
(Swiny, 1989).
Also present in Marki are horseshoe-shaped hearths that have a similar occurrence in
northeast Anatolia and in Syria-Palestine and that most likely served a cultic purpose. These
hearths, though common prior to the third millennium in northeast Anatolia, became a
widespread occurrence throughout Syro-Palestine at this time (Takaoğlu, 2000). The possibility
of this transmission of the hearths, if it is in fact transmission rather than independent invention,
most likely occurred through the Syro-Palestinian route, especially when taking into
consideration the amount of other material that was probably transmitted from this region. Also,
the simple problem of distance presents the idea that the bringing of this idea from a large
expanse of land and then over sea is unlikely. The appearance of these hearths in the Levant
during the third millennium B.C.E. also occurs at a chronologically contemporary time frame as
the Philia phase and Early Bronze Age, creating a stronger link as to why the transmission would
have occurred in conjunction with other ideas and objects. These hearths have been located in
Beth Shan and Beth Yerah in Palestine, Tabara el-Akrad, Tell el-Judeideh, Tell Tainat, and Tell
Dahab in the Amuq plain. The most significant difference of these hearths in comparison to the
one in Cyprus is the depiction of incised decoration, while those in Syro-Palestine depict
anthropomorphic figures (Takaoğlu, 2000). This could be as simple as an artistic preference that
differed between these two regions or a different emphasis on certain decorative material
between the two populations.
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Gjerstad (1980) suggested that the Cilicia region in southeast Anatolia may have had an
important impact on the Philia Culture of Cyprus. Connections have been made between the
toggle pins with the chiseled clefts of EBII Tarsus, tanged knives with those from KaratasSemayuk, and earrings with EBII Tarsus earrings. Also, three objects from Sotira-Kaminoudhia
may have originated in bronze objects transported from Anatolia around the EBII due to the tin
found in said objects; the objects themselves were manufactured in Cyprus. This final notice
suggests that some of the metal used by Cypriot smiths (whether of native Cypriot or Anatolian
birth) used Anatolian metal to create its products (Swiny, 1985; Balthazar, 1990).
Anatolia is not the only location with evidence of interaction with Cyprus. At BellapaisVounous Levantine imports have been found (Swiny, 1991). Also present at Sotira Kaminoudhia
are gaming stones which may have been transmitted to the island either from the Levant or Egypt
(Swiny, 2003). These gaming stones have also been located at Kissonerga Mosiphilia and
Lemba Lakkous.
Also present is evidence of contact between the city of Byblos in modern-day Lebanon
and Cyprus towards the end of the third millennium B.C.E. What seem to have been cult objects
in a sacred area that represented a shrine may have been of Cypriot origin and characteristic of
the Red Polished Ware tradition. Included in this array were animal figures (including rams,
doves, bulls, ducks, and less distinct quadrupeds and birds), horn vessels, ring-vessels, and jugs.
Many of these objects seems to have come from Vounous, considering the style and make of the
objects. (Negbi, 1972). Considering the major religious significance of this Cypriot city and the
religious importance of Byblos for both the Levant and Egypt, this exchange of material and use
of objects as symbolic units of religious practice in a new location is not surprising. If Byblos
was indeed the locus point from which many Levant objects came across the small stretch of
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water separating the two locations, this interaction between the two locations would make sense
as their belief systems would have a great degree of similarity.
Evident, also, is the expanding trade system in the eastern Mediterranean between the
Cyclades, mainland Greece, Cyprus, Egypt, and the Levant (Knapp, 2008; Merrillees, 1979). At
this time, faience products, metal, and pottery were being distributed throughout all of these
areas, increasing interaction between previously closed-off locations. The development of
metallurgy on Cyprus has been suggested as a product of not only the introduction of techniques
from Anatolia, but also of this increasing trade system with the need to keep up with demands
and to continue being active in this profitable economic sphere. The north coast seems to have
been more active in this trade system, Webb et. Al (2006) noting particular activity at Vasilia.
This may show evidence for the increasing state of regionalism occurring in Cyprus at this time.

Inter-settlement Interaction
Another important factor to recognize when understanding the spread of ideologies
throughout Cyprus is the connections between settlements on the island in conjunction with the
spread of ideologies from the mainland. Trade occurred between settlements as well, including
pottery, metal goods, food, and more, establishing relationships between these locations and
therefore transporting ideas as well.
Vasilia seems to be an important settlement of intra-island trading. The settlement shows
evidence of a surplus of products that indicate stocks held by merchants and lead isotope analysis
of the metalwork found in the settlement reveals that it was probably largely involved in trading
with Anatolia, the Cyclades, and other settlements on the island (like Morphou, Kyra, Philia, and
Deneia and other areas in the central lowlands). It has been concluded that traders here were
involved in creating trading networks with other places on the island, especially those located in
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the Troodos Mountains where copper was extracted and could be worked nearby or sent directly
to Vasilia for production or trading. This accumulation of goods and trading with other regions
and settlements on the island indicates a shift to focusing on amassing material wealth and an
increasing divide in social class (Webb and Frankel, 2013).
Pyrgos is located between the bays of Limassol and Larnaka, in a region that experienced
one of the first settlements of the EBA in Cyprus. Vases that have shown up in tombs during this
time period seemed to have a relation to those in Marki (Belgiorno, 1995). Also in Pyrgos, a
Late Chalcolithic idol showed similarities with a figurine from Sotira-Arkolies and the
"Ejaculator" idol, suggesting potential settlement connection between these locations (Belgiorno,
2000). These established ties most likely did not evaporate with the onset of the Early Bronze
Age, especially considering the importance of Pyrgos in construction of metal goods, so cultural
ties may exist.
Vounous, as a major cultural center of prehistoric Bronze Age Cyprus, was bound to have
connections with surrounding settlements and influence part of the regional diversity that
developed with the onset of the period, much like Byblos was a major influencing power in the
Levant.

Regionalism
The most interesting aspect of the regionalism of Cyprus during the prehistoric Bronze
Age is the divide that arose between the northern and southern regions of the island. These
differences seem to indicate a difference in the intensity of influence of the Anatolian and Near
Eastern traders and migrants and a difference in adaptability of the new ideas that came with
them. These differences also exhibit a change in the societies of the two regions. The north,
with its increasing complex funerary practices, changing pottery techniques, and religious
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complexity indicates an increasing social elite and hierarchy while the south seemed to maintain
a uniformity with their pottery production and funerary practices, suggesting a stronger
importance on social egalitarianism (Peltenburg, 1996; Webb and Frankel, 2013). These distinct
differences are important in understanding the religion of ancient Cyprus. Religion often reflects
the social, political, and economic organization of a community (agrarian societies often
emphasize the importance of fertility in their ritualistic practices), and so populations with
differences in these three core areas will experience variations in what may be an overarching
religion. In the north, the religion may change to the idea of a higher divinity, reflecting a
developing social hierarchy as they adapt to external influences and shift from simple fertility
beliefs to one of a more all-encompassing aspect of divinity. The trading between these two
regions will create similarities between them, shaping a uniform thread, but the characteristic
nature of these two communities will create their own strain of a similar religion.
The excavations of Sotira and Vounous present evidence for diversity between the two
poles of the island. The cultural uniformity in their pottery exists in the production of Red
Polished Ware, but it is there that similarities, for the most part, end. A certain pattern of
distinction occurs between the settlements of the north (Bellapais-Vounous, Karmi-Palealona,
Lapithos, etc.) and the settlements of the south (Marki, Sotira, etc.). In the north, the forms and
decorations of the ware were quite varied, while in the south most ceramics were produced with
little to no decoration. The shapes of the vessels are relatively similar. However, southern
vessels are wider and flatter at the base and have a large variety of handles and lugs. Small, flat
bowls were common in southern assemblages, while in the north round-based and tulip bowls
were common. This indicates differences in use, handling, production, and types of
environments that these vessels were used in. The differences in religious beliefs and practices
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are a possible reason for these differences in form and design. At Vounous, a settlement
exemplifying the extreme of religious practices of the EBA in Cyprus, a large variety of designs
are found on the vessels and different uses for the ceramics depending on ritual versus secular
purposes resulted in different forms (Webb and Frankel, 2013).

Cypriot Religion
The Cypriot religion seems to have been based mostly on fertility, as is common among
agrarian societies. With the increase of contact with other Mediterranean nations, and those
outside its sphere of influence through indirect routes, the previous abstract sympathetic magic
observations first practiced by the Cypriots began to shift into more of a concrete worship, as
evident by the use of animals as a representation of the divine. There seems to have been an
interesting divergence in the archaeological evidence of spiritual practices between the
Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age, if what was left behind does in fact represent the spiritual
beliefs of the Cypriots. The cruciform and plank-shaped figurines suggest a possible
continuation of a past belief system, but the change in decoration and the addition of various
symbols relate a possibly more complex, or deified religious system. However, due to the
chronological gap between the two sets of artistic representations, this possibility is in question.
During the Chalcolithic, there were two main components of Cypriot spiritual belief: ancestor
reverence and fertility (Webb and Frankel, 2010, 2013; Alastos, 1976; Conrad, 1959; Rice,
1998). I state “reverence” rather than “worship” due to the fact that there is little evidence of any
rituals explicitly devoted to the calling upon of the dead at any necromantic level.
The Cypriots experienced a shift in their religious system as they developed further
contacts with the rest of the Mediterranean world, eventually incorporating religious practice and
symbols of Anatolia, and what seems to have been an integration of a belief in a deity from the
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Levant. It is this possibility that will be investigated throughout the course of this paper.
Through this incorporation of a divinity, they also incorporated what was most likely a
combination of Inanna/Ištar and Hathor from Mesopotamia and Egypt, respectively, throughout
the latter half of the third millennium B.C.E. This incorporation most likely occurred in
sequential events: the Anatolian influence most likely occurred during the middle of the
millennium while Levantine influences most likely made an impact afterwards, closer to the
close of the Early Bronze Age. Cyprus is well-known as having a large cult for the worship of
Aphrodite from the Iron Age onwards, focused mostly in the Paphos District of the island. The
emergence of this cult would be sound if there was a foundation for which it could be based off
of, rather than a sudden development of deity worship. The incorporation of a Hathor-Ištar deity
during the Early Bronze Age, as will be presented later, would explain the infrastructure of
development into another deity, and a more complete one at that. The concept of a deity did not
seem to be fully developed during the EBA, at least not to a point that has revealed any
representations that seem to be a direct representation of what they envisioned the transmitted
goddess to be. However, it is a possibility that the Red-Plank figurines were the abstract image
of this divine, developed to represent this new divinity and the influx of settlers.
Vounous seems to have been a center of social and religious complexity, seemingly
unique in character from the rest of the island. Part of the reason for this could be its proximity
to the north coast of the island, allowing it easier access to Anatolia and possibly creating trade
routes with other island settlements and with the Levantine mainland. Vounous has revealed
some of the most significant finds in relation to the religious practices of the island. However, it
is important to keep in mind that the traditions of Vounous are most likely not fully
representative of the entire island for several reasons. First, during a time where there was no
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relatively fast mode of transportation and effective communication/transportation lines,
interaction between settlements in different geographic locations of the island was not always
consistent. Second, the geography of the island most likely affected inhabitants’ lifestyles, as
different resources were available in different environments and geographical barriers existed.
For example, those that lived in the Troodos Mountains most likely lived a slightly different
lifestyle than those that lived in Episkopi. Third, the more interaction a population has with
foreign populations, the more affected they will be by those outside influences. Hence, those
settlements on the coastline, especially on the northern coast, most likely experienced the most
dramatic change. An evaluation of Vounous will be discussed further later on.
The three aspects of religion that will be examined in this study are: 1) fertility; 2) the use
of bulls; and, 3) the use of snakes. These three factors are consistently interconnected with each
other and are closely intertwined with the social life of Cyprus.

Fertility
During the Chalcolithic period, the primary anthropomorphic product constructed by the
prehistoric Cypriots were cruciform figurines. They are a trademark of the so-called "Erimi
Culture." The primary characteristics of these statuettes were outstretched arms, elongated
necks, and tucked legs to give the impression of squatting (Crewe et. al, 2002). Often, there has
been an attempt to classify these as more than fertility figurines, but also as fertility goddesses, or
even as a "Mother Goddess" of Cyprus (Bolger, 1996). However, as suggested by Bolger
(1996), this may be too much of an attempt to find the precursor to the later popularity of the
Aphrodite cult on Cyprus.
The emergence of bulls and snakes as prominent motifs in the religious symbolism of the
Cypriots suggests a shift in the ideological system of the population. Previously, the dependency
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was on the cruciform figurines as symbolic interpretations and fertility charms, a symbol of the
spiritual nature of the world with which humans could interact. However, a shift into use of a
concrete representation of a divinity occurred with the use of animals. In Anatolia and the
Levant prior to this period, bulls and snakes had been associated with a variety of divinities.
With the exposure of Cyprus to these civilizations after a period of isolation and the development
of a new social order, the people of Cyprus incorporated these new beliefs into their own, giving
their spiritual nature of belief a new life, a specific form on which to focus. It is possible that the
bull and snake represented the same divinity, though two separate aspects of this divine.
Also present is the strong possibility of a transition to leaders presiding over religious
activities. The representation of individuals in what has been interpreted as religious artwork
suggests that the shift from an egalitarian society of the past to an agrarian/metallurgical
stratified society also began to be reflected in the activity of the changing Cypriot belief system.
In the Vounous Model, one individual seems to be placed on a throne with a certain hat
adornment that differentiates it from the surrounding individuals, possibly symbolizing some sort
of hierarchal nature, whether it is a priest or village leader (Morris, 1985). Also indicative of
possible representations of priests or priestesses in a changing dynamic are the shrine models
from Kotchati that show three bucrania positioned on poles along a wall. In front of these bull
heads is a female figure that may be shown pouring libations (Morris, 1985; Frankel and
Tamvaki, 1973). The central importance of a single individual doing this action may indicate a
higher status in religious practices, or the division of roles among individuals during religious
ceremonies. For example, a “high priest” may be in charge of the overall supervision and
function of the ritual, but other individuals are responsible for the offerings, for the gathering of
certain supplies, etc. Due to the fact that one of the figures had breasts (although the other does
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not), the interpretation of this figure’s sex is that it is a woman, indicating that women had
valuable roles to play in this society despite possible development of patriarchy (Karageorghis,
1970).

Bulls
For a long period of Cypriot archaeological history, it was believed that cattle did not
appear on the island. However, recent research has shown that cattle did, in fact, first get
brought over as a domesticated animal from the Levant around the second half of the 9th
millennium B.C.E. with evidence of cattle at Parakklisha Shillourokambos (Swiny, 2001) and
Krittou Marottou Ais Yiorkis (Simmons, 2005). The reason for the miscalculation is due to the
apparent large gap between this first introduction of cattle and the second emergence in the
archaeological record. Cattle seemed to have died out sometime during the eighth millennium
B.C.E., (Swiny, 2001) and become reintroduced around the mid-third millennium (Croft, 2003;
Falconer, 2005; Rice, 1998; Peltenburg, 1989). This second introduction proved to be a critical
turning point for the Cypriot civilization and contributed greatly to the shift in social
organization and religious beliefs. The introduction of cattle occurred, not surprisingly, at the
close of the Late Chalcolithic and the beginning of the Philia phase.
It is possible that the bull developed a cosmological meaning in the Cypriot religion as it
did in many other locations. The representation of planetary bodies would not be out of place in
a culture based on agriculture and a lifestyle and ideological belief system focused on fertility.
The importance of the sun is evident and the recognition of the moon, as its opposite, would not
be an impossibility. Webb and Frankel (2010) see this as a possibility at Vounous, which had a
complex iconography during the Early Bronze Age. The bull may have been transmitted to
Cyprus with a certain cosmological meaning and adapted over time as more aspects of different
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religions began taking hold in the population. In Egypt, the goddess Hathor was depicted with a
prominent pair of cow horns with a sun-disk resting in between them (Wilkinson, 2003). If this
was transmitted in such a way to the city of Byblos, it is also possible that this could have made
its way to Cyprus, as well.
The bull was one of the most important iconographic symbols in Cypriot culture
beginning in the Early Bronze Age. The introduction of cattle to Cyprus was, arguably, the most
important contribution to Cypriot lifestyle, effectively changing social complexity, Cypriot
economy, and religious traditions and symbolism. The heads of these animals often appeared in
the round on bowls, representing fertility (Karageorghis, 1983). In Vounous, many tombs have
uncovered the skeletons of cattle within, suggesting a sacrificial characteristic of these animals
(Alastos, 1976).
Interestingly, the bones of cattle were used for what must have been religious
significance in prehistoric Cyprus. At Sotira-Kaminoudhia, a bovid skull was found in Unit 10
with the facial bones removed in such a way that the horns could have been easily placed on the
head of an individual (Swiny et. al, 2003). Horns are representative of Levantine and
Mesopotamian divinity and of Egyptian pharaoh strength. With a cross-cultural examination of
these ideas to this curious practice at Sotira, we may be able to understand why it occurred. The
significant show of strength and power in association with the bull may suggest that this skull
may have been worn for ritual purposes and reflects a position of higher status than the general
community, maybe one of a priest or settlement leader. The possibility of being exalted to a
position of divine power like many rulers in ancient cultures is doubtful considering the lack of
evidence suggesting the possibility. However, it was probably used as a symbol of power and
virility. Also, in this unit were masks and other skulls that probably were associated with
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religious activity (Swiny et. al, 2003). The use of masks and skulls in this settlement establish a
more profound idea of the development of a cult surrounding devotion to the bull as a symbol
and as a form of divinity that could be easily worshipped on its own rather than always in
conjunction with the serpent. Also present are the depiction of bucrania propped on poles.
These have been found in scenic displays from Vounous, Kotchati, and Kalopsidha, indicating
that this is a widespread practice in the religious practices of Cyprus during the Early Bronze
Age (Morris, 1985). Whether these depictions represent actual skulls placed upon posts or were
part of the post itself cannot be deduced from the models themselves. Another area at SotiraKaminoudhia also shows possible evidence of the use of skeletal components of cattle as
spiritual units. In the Unit 12 Complex a cattle scapula was found on a shelf in the northwest
corner of the complex (Swiny, 2008). The connection is tentative, based upon the use of scapula
in cult use in Late Bronze Age Cyprus, but the occurrence is interesting and warrants further
investigation.
Some of the Red Polished I ware found in Cyprus shows bucranium depicted alongside
crescent symbols (Gjerstad, 1926). Gjerstad proposes a magical/religious significance to these
symbols but goes no further than making the connection to the continuity of this relationship into
the use of cylinders. The crescent was used a lunar symbol, specifically for the god Sin, in
Mesopotamia (Black and Green, 1992). This could have been transmitted with the dots and
swastika of the Near East with the astrological meanings attached to them. If so, the conjunction
of these two symbols suggests that the bull was viewed as a lunar deity in ancient Cyprus, its
horns possibly being a reason for this as it resembles the shape of a crescent moon. If a lunar
aspect was applied to the bull, then most likely a solar aspect is applied elsewhere. In a
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community that was becoming increasingly agrarian, and therefore dependent upon the sun, there
is bound to be the same occurrence of the relationship of the bull and the moon somewhere else.
On one of the bowls found in Vounous, in Tomb 153, bull heads are found in conjunction
with vertical zig-zag strokes. It is suggested by Stewart (1999) that these vertical incisions
represent rain. If this is so, then this may be well understood in conjunction with the symbol of
the bull if looked at in respect to the Anatolian and Near East form of the bull deities.

Anatolia
The bulls were introduced by Anatolian migrants fleeing from the southern
coast/southwest region of the mainland, possibly due to the expansion of a military threatening
their way of life (Morris, 1985) or another political or economic reason (Karageorghis, 1981).
The reason for their movement is not important to this discussion, and so we will not go into
great detail about it. However, the assimilation process is what made a large impact on the
Cypriots.
In Anatolia, the bull was a very prominent figure in the religious practices of the people.
The first site that comes to mind relating to the distinct importance of this animal in the symbolic
nature of the faith is Çatalhöyük. Çatalhöyük was a settlement used during the Neolithic (ca.
7500-6000), a little out of date for the topic at hand, but just as relevant an example. A common
motif in this area is that of the long-horned bull (Garbini, 1966).
In Cyprus, however, they seem to have taken on a more gentle aspect, though just as
important a function in the religious practices as they were in Anatolia. This is most likely
because of the different contexts with which these two groups of people interacted with the bull.
In Anatolia, the wild auroch was seen as a ferocious form of fertility, impregnating many cows,
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but with a ferocity and strength that was striking. In Cyprus, on the other hand, the bulls that
were transported during the Anatolian migration were domesticated, of a more gentile nature
(Rice, 1998). This difference in interaction is important in understanding how the Cypriots
interacted with the bulls. Although it is difficult at this point to know if the bull symbolized a
distinct divinity or was more of a symbolic representation of fertility and strength, one can see a
careful reverence for the bulls in Cypriot archaeological evidence.
Bulls were used in many iconographic representations, only increasing as the Bronze Age
continued. Many bowls have been found that have bull and ram heads decorated around the
perimeter (Karageorghis, 1983). The increase in quadruped representation possibly indicates the
increasing dependency on these animals as agricultural and husbandry resources (Figure II).
Also interesting in the connection between the bull-cult of Anatolia and that of Cyprus is
the involvement of vultures in iconography. In Çatalhöyük in southern Anatolia, during the
Anatolian Neolithic vultures were pictured in the settlement in conjunction with bulls (Rice,
1998). Although separated chronologically, certain traditions may perhaps have been carried on
by the Anatolian descendants of Çatalhöyük and carried on to Cyprus in the third millennium
B.C.E. There is not enough evidence to confirm this connection between the two animals,
considering very few Cypriot ceramic artifacts have been found that are bird-like in nature,
especially with a vulture appearance (Morris, 1985). The vultures were used to remove the flesh
and organs from dead bodies, and seem to be associated with the bull cult (Rice, 1998). There is
no evidence suggesting this specific practice, but the specific conjunction between the two
animals may have continued; only further evidence can confirm or deny this.
The exact interpretation of the bull into deification is difficult for one primary reason,
whether it meant a masculine symbol or a feminine one. Despite the plethora of Indo-European
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gods that are represented by the bull, there is another line of argument that the bull did in fact
represent a feminine aspect of divinity due to the shape of the bucranium. Cameron (1981)
presented the idea that the representation of bulls in artwork and in relation to sacred contexts
actually represented a female divinity, a symbol of regeneration and fertility through the similar
aesthetic appearance of a bull's head and the female reproductive system. Mellart (1963)
concluded the process of excarnation carried out by vultures and the decapitation of the deceased
resulted in the exposure of the internal anatomy of the dead, and through this Cameron believed
that the Anatolian people would have a good general knowledge of the human reproductive
system and would notice a similarity in looks between a woman's fallopian tubes, ovaries, and
uterus and the head of a bull (Cameron, 1981). However, it has been argued that the process of
vulture excarnation may not actually have occurred and instead was a process of imagery taking
a dangerous animal and using it in symbolic context of protection of the dead (Relke, 2007). The
absence of postmortem damage related to animal activity dismisses the possibility that vultures,
which are bound to leave noticeable amounts of damage, beheaded or even interacted with the
dead. It is actually more likely that the relationship was between the bull's cranium and the
female cow's reproductive system rather than a human's, but this does not dismiss the importance
of the symbolic meaning of fertility and life. This interpretation of what is arguably the most
feminine connotation of a symbol went counterintuitive to the long-standing belief that the bull
represented pure masculine energy, vitality, and power (Relke, 2007).

Levant
Bulls may also have been an incorporation of both Anatolian and Levant mainland
ideologies. The Anatolian migrants brought their religion with them to their new home.
However, with the exposure to Levantine religion and the accessibility to how the bull existed on
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this part of the mainland, further meaning may have been applied to this symbol. In this way,
while becoming more similar to these two civilizations, the Cypriots were holding onto their
uniqueness in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea.
Bulls were a facet of religion in the Levant since at least the fourth millennium B.C.E.
and by the year 2000 B.C.E., it was a major focus of the religion (Conrad, 1959). In the Levant,
similar to that of Anatolia, the bull gods were a reflection of the tumultuous lifestyle of the
people of the region, a representation of the harsh climate and land on which agriculture was
developed (Conrad, 1959). Cyprus did not experience these same problems and so the bull deity
would have developed in a different way. As a pictorial symbol, the bucranium was a common
motif in Levant artistry, suggesting an important significance of the animal (Conrad, 1959).
The feminine interpretation mentioned previously is not too far off when examined crossculturally. In Mesopotamia, the horned cap, decorated with seven pairs of horns, was used to
symbolize the power of the divinity (Black and Green, 1992). The number of horns varied, but
the significance is the presence of the horns themselves. In Egypt, Hathor was a prominent
bovine goddess whose crown was shown by elongated horns encompassing a sun disk (Hart,
2005). Astarte, a goddess prominent in the Syrian region, had a warrior aspect whose horns
symbolized her power, and also related to the importance of the horns in Mesopotamia, a sign of
her divinity (Hart, 2005; Wilkinson, 2003).

Snakes
The representation and use of snakes in Cypriot religion has the most difficult origin to
understand. Although widely used in motifs and present in many famous models of supposed
religious significance (ex. the Bellapais-Vounous bowl), the transmission of the snake as a
religious symbol is not as easily seen as the transmission of bulls by the Anatolian migrants.
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Although there are various divinities throughout the Eastern Mediterranean area that use snakes
as representations of certain deities, none of these deities seem to have been directly brought to
Cyprus. The Temple at Byblos did contain a lot of imagery of snakes (Stone, 1976). However,
it may be possible that the snakes began from a more isolated origin. Snakes appear as an animal
symbol in many religions throughout the world, and the reason for this could be due to the
provocation of the strong emotion of fear in humans (Stanley, 2008). With the widespread
nature of snake cults throughout much of Europe, Asia, Central America, and more, it is not
difficult to imagine that Cyprus may have begun the recognition of the snake on its own and then
later connected it to a deity.
The earliest appearance of a snake found thus far in Cyprus is on an altar in a circular
house in Khirotikia (5800-5250 B.C.E.) (Mundkur, 1983). On this altar was an idol of a male
head that had several snakes decorating the back (Mundkur, 1983). This seems to suggest some
sort of importance of snake iconography during the Neolithic, possibly associated with funerary
practices and an association of the snake with death. There is hesitation presuming that that the
ancient Cypriots believed in an underworld, which would be handily reached by the noticeable
quality of the snake burrowing underground. However, no evidence is available to support this
conjecture. Evidence does show a potential belief in the afterlife which will be gone into further
detail later on in this study.
The snakes have been seen as a representation of a chthonic deity (Steel, 2004), a being
that passes between different worlds, seen moving on the ground and burrowing below the earth.
This is important in the light of Cypriot religion being primarily focused on fertility and the cycle
of life. The chthonic nature of the snake can be seen as working alongside the cycle of the
seasons and the agricultural dependence upon it. The snake, therefore, seems like an obvious
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symbol of fertility, with its ability to go underground, slither along the ground, and shed skin for
regeneration, much like the reemergence of crops the following spring.
Evidence of snake worship is also very difficult to locate and analyze in archaeological
materials from EBA Cyprus. One of the main reasons for this is the lack of a definite snake
image in any motifs. If truly represented, they are shown as zig-zags or by wavy lines (Morris,
1985; Mundkur, 1983). While these may truly represent snakes, until an actual depiction with a
head is revealed, one can only assume a connection. In Lapithos, in Tomb 303A, jugs have been
found that have a relief of a snake placed as if moving up towards the base of the spout of the jug
and incised with punctures. Before this point, the snake symbol was projected with a realistic
touch but near the close of the Early Cypriot I period, the symbol for the snake seems to have
progressed to a mere wavy line, if that does indeed indicate a snake (Stewart, 1999).

In Conjunction with Bull Iconography
Snakes and bulls have been seen in relationship with each other in many different
instances, possibly pointing to a spiritual interaction between the two animals. If the
development of zoomorphic interpretation did indeed correlate with a development in deification
of spiritual beliefs, than this may represent a relationship between two deities. This would begin
to tie the spiritual beliefs of this isolated island with the surrounding religious beliefs of the
Levant, Anatolia, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. There is nothing to positively suggest whether they
had definite gender roles, but these deities may have originated as more androgynous beings,
having both male and female aspects but not yet solidifying into genders. This is in line with the
still relatively egalitarian system of the Cypriots where sexual division of labor and roles was not
extreme and social hierarchy was still in its infancy of development, especially in the north of the
island.
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In the Vounous Model (Figure III) found by Dikaios, both bulls and possible snakes are
found together in what seems to represent a sacred ritual or gathering (Dikaios, 1940). Although
suggested by Dikaios that the gathering is focused on the chthonic properties of the snakes, the
appearance of bucrania on poles seems to detract from this observation, considering the
continuous appearance of the two animals throughout the Early Bronze Age and an increase in
their representation into the Late Bronze Age. As pointed out by Morris (1985), the assumption
of the entire scene as a snake-focused ritual based off of two wavy lines on the inner facade of
the wall is shaky. Considering that no clear indication of a head is shown, than this assumption
is simply conjecture without more evidence uncovered of such a ritual. Also pointed out by
Morris is the possibility of these lines representing ropes, which is quite plausible, but does not
detract from the importance of the bull imagery.
If the Vounous Model does in fact include snakes, then the representation of both bulls
and snakes could represent the three important features of early religion: fertility (or life), death,
and by continuation, the process of rebirth. Hutchinson (1962) stated that the snake of the
Minoan ancient religion represented a domestic guardian spirit as opposed to the underworld
aspect of the snake in Greek underworld cults. However, the same idea may not apply to Cyprus
considering its proximity and interaction with the Levant and Anatolia to a greater degree than
the Minoan civilization. It is believed that if the Model does in fact represent that of a funerary
ritual than the bulls and snakes must be representative spirits. The proposition that the snakes of
Cyprus did not have the same meaning as that of the Minoan civilization and instead were close
to Greece does not take away from this possibility, rather suggesting that the snakes hold some
kind of dominion over the underworld and may have watched the progression of spirits into the
afterlife.
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Transmission of Ištar-Hathor to Cyprus
Inanna-Ištar
A more definitive appearance of deity worship and the presence of the snake as a
prominent symbol in Cyprus during the Early Bronze Age presents an interesting, yet
complicated, problem. A definitive reason for this use of a chthonic symbol is not present,
unlike the use of the bull as a symbol of divinity. With the widespread presence of plank-shaped
figurines dating to the Red Polished Ware period of the end of the Early Bronze Age
(Karageorghis, 1991; Cles-Reden, 1962; Steel, 2004; Morris, 1985) and the symbols that were
found on these objects, the question of what these represented and if they were a continuation of
the Chalcolithic cruciform figurines has been hotly debated (Morris, 1985; Steel, 2004). Also
thrown into question is the nature of the so-called "Comb figures" found throughout the EBA
period (Washbourne, 1997; Karageorghis, 1991).
One possible explanation for the symbolic nature of these various anthropomorphic
figurines, symbolic use of snakes (and possibly an extension of the bull motif), and the presence
of these Comb figures is the transmission of a Mesopotamian-Egyptian fusion of powerful
goddesses from the northern Levant, most likely though the locus of Byblos. Within the recent
past couple of decades, the idea of the figurines representing Ištar, or Inanna, rather than simply
a fertility idol, has become more of a theory to investigate (Webb, 2003). Negbi (1972) has
suggested the opposite interaction, that Cypriot religion began influencing Byblos significantly.
However, considering the interaction between Syria and both Mesopotamia and Egypt and the
increasing importance of Byblos as a Mediterranean trading center, it seems more likely that the
opening of trade and exchange between Byblos and Cyprus caused a transmission of ideas to the
island, rather than from the island. Sufficient evidence to support this claim and, if proven valid,
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its route of transmission, has not come to light yet. However, one possible journey and its
possible supporting evidence will be presented here.

Symbols
The vessels that have been uncovered in the northern settlements (dating to the EC I-II
period) of Bellapais-Vounous, Karmi-Lapatsa, and Palealona have revealed a strikingly large
amount of cross-cultural iconographic representations between Cyprus and the Levant. Included
in these symbols are the swastika, rosette and dots of Inanna-Ištar, the six or eight-pointed star of
Inanna-Ištar, crosses, bulls and other quadrupeds, snakes, birds, and a multitude of other motifs
that, although already present in Cypriot ware, may have acquired a new meaning or association.
An important symbol of the goddess Ištar is the eight-pointed star (Figure V) representing
the evening star, or Venus (Black and Green, 1992). Interestingly, eight-pointed stars are often
visible in various ceramic objects during the EC I period in Cyprus (Figures VI, VII, and VIII).
Although these may have independently originated on the island, the association with bulls and
various other combinations with other symbols presents the possibility of transmission of this
symbol with Ištar. It provides the avenue of exploration to find if there is some association
between the two. On a bowl from Tomb 160A.13 and another from Tomb 91-14 in BellapaisVounous (Figure VI), eight-pointed stars are found in association with bull heads, which is a
common animal of representation in both the Levant and Mesopotamia, as discussed earlier
(Webb and Frankel, 2010). Horns were often shown on Near Eastern deities as a sign of their
divinity, and so bulls became an association with divine power and strength (Wilkinson, 2003).
On the bowl from Tomb 160A.13, there are also swastikas decorating the exterior, which is a
symbol known to have derived from India and made its transition from there. On a jug from
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Tomb 160A.16 and a motif from a bowl in Tomb 90-7, both also from Bellapais-Vounous, eightpointed stars are also visible (Webb and Frankel, 2010).
It has been argued that the circular symbols are all representative of lunar solar symbols
(Stewart, 1999). However, I believe this interpretation too narrow and unaccommodating to
cultural influence from the mainland. Stewart argues that the symbols consisting of concentric
circles and circles with either spokes or dots within them are examples of this classification.
However, evidence supports that it could be a cultural transmission form the Near East,
especially when made aware that the swastika was also in use during the ECI in Cyprus (Stewart,
1999), an important symbol of use on the mainland.
The question of the circle of dots on pottery found at Vounous was also thrown into
question. It is my belief that these are an adoption of the symbol of Inanna-Ištar. One of the
primary symbols of Ištar was the rosette, found at her temple in Assur, and this was later adapted
to the format of seven dots set in the same pattern (Black and Green, 1992). In many instances,
such as a vessel from Tomb 111 at Vounous (Stewart, 1999), the exact number of dots does not
fit this proposal. However, it must be kept in mind that cultural adaptation and/or artistic
preference could be a reason for this. The dots were used as a representation of the Pleiades in
Mesopotamia (Black and Green, 1992). However, the frequency of the use of this formation of
dots, but not the exact number, may suggest that this symbol took on a different meaning in the
Cypriot context. There are many instances of the use of this symbol with seven dots, meaning
that this may have been carried over but also adapted for other uses, becoming more of a general
symbol of divinity with the dots loosely associated with a certain aspect that is attempting to be
presented (Figures VI, VII, and VIII).
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One a jug from Tomb 160A.16 in Bellapais-Vounous, both the circle of seven dots within
an encompassing circle and the eight-pointed star are represented together, each a symbolic
representation of Inanna-Ištar. Although one example, it shows the correlation between the
symbolic use of these symbols and suggests that recognition of the common identity between the
representations was in existence. The occurrence of a human form with these symbols may
suggest that this figure has a divine significance. Frankel and Webb (2010) present the idea that
this human form with antlers may be a supernatural being, humans dressed as an animal, or a
human doing a ritualistic performance (Figure IX). With respect to the symbols presented on the
same jug, I favor the first suggestion, the possibility that this schematic human form may be that
of possibly a divine being, or at least something of a more mystical nature. One possibility is
that the antlers are actually a crown of horns and the dashes incised on either side of the figure
are possibly garments or something of a more symbolic nature. If it is a crown of horns than it
would be in line with the use of horns as a symbol of divinity in the Near East and may suggest
that this particular example is a depiction of Inanna-Ištar.
Also, interestingly, in Byblos, Cypriot vessels containing images of doves (Figure XIII)
were located (Negbi, 1972). One of the sacred animals of Inanna-Ištar was the dove (Black and
Green, 1992). As a result, the trade between the two regions and the importance of creating
images of doves would be logical if the Inanna-Ištar cult spread from Byblos to Cyprus, and it
progressed to a point where their objects became interchangeable. This interpretation by Negbi,
however, is tenuous at best due to the lack of detail in the representations for species
identification.
The swastika was also used in Mesopotamia and the Levant, supporting possible
transmission to Cyprus during the ECI period. The frequency of use in this area is not very high,
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making the chances of it unlikely, but possible nonetheless. With transmission of one symbol,
others were likely to come with it, including the rosette and formation of seven dots. It is
thought that the symbol represents a solar deity or the four winds, but no evidence supports this
conclusion in Mesopotamia (Black and Green, 1992).
Another Mesopotamian symbol of significance found in Cypriot art is that of the cross.
The cross is not very prevalent on the artwork of the island. However, the frequency of its
occurrence is enough to pay it some attention. The cross was used in Mesopotamia as a solar
symbol (Black and Green, 1992). If symbols such as the cross and the dots of Ištar made their
way to Cyprus with their cosmological meaning attached, then this may suggest that the religious
beliefs not only became more complex with the formation of a personification of deity but also
began to show evidence of connections to the heavenly universe. There is no evidence
suggesting that the ancient Cypriots did not have symbolic interpretations of bodies in space.
However, there is also no evidence until this point suggesting that they did. It may be that with
the adoption of a more concrete version of worship and the divine, the practice of placing
symbolic meaning and explanation of events on these deities leads to the process of finding
previously unknown connections or delving into aspects of life that had been regarded very
lightly, if at all.

Comb figures
The "Comb figures" of the Bronze Age have been a matter of discussion for many years.
These objects are characterized by their shape, the incisions placed on the front and the back, and
the series of vertical lines seen on the bottom of the front side of the figure (Figure X). Many
theories for the presence of these objects have been presented. Morris (1985) suggests that they
were a symbol for fertility. Peltenburg (1981) states the most literal approach as a representation
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of a comb. Karageorghis (1991) presents the idea that these are actually representations of a lock
of hair, similar in style to the tails of oxen in later years. The anthropomorphic depictions on
some "Comb figures" have thrown more confusion into the matter as to whether or not these
symbolize fertility idols and are in some way related to the cruciform idols or plank-idols.
However, another possible explanation for these "Comb figures" is that of counterweights
to multi-stranded necklaces (Washbourne, 1997). Flourentzos (1975) noticed the presence of
"Comb figures" on the back of Plank figures and determined it to mean that the brush had an
important symbolic part to play in a temple ritual. However, being on the back of the Plank
figure may have been a literal representation of its use as a counterweight that goes down the
back of an individual. Many Plank figures have several incised lines that circle around the base
of the neck, and these in all likelihood represent necklaces, the weight of which would have been
quite heavy and a counterweight would have been necessary to take pressure off of the back of
the neck (Washbourne, 1997).
Possible connections occurred between Mesopotamia and Cyprus, presented by
Peltenburg who suggested that a jar from an EC I tomb at Vounous is similar to a tablet from the
Ur III period at Tell Sweyhat (Washbourne, 1997). A figurine from Diqdiqqeh from the Ur III
period (2112-2095) has similar incised lines on the back of it, possibly also representing a
counterweight. It is also possible that this connection between the two locations was more of an
indirect trading system and the heavy influence of Mesopotamian divinity was more through the
locus of Byblos and the Levantine coast than direct interaction with Mesopotamia.
In Egypt, the counterweights of necklaces were associated with Hathor and were used as
offerings in her temples (Washbourne, 1997). This may have syncretized with the traditional
Mesopotamian usage as a garment accessory and symbol of divinity and transmitted to Cyprus as
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this fused symbol. This may explain why some Red Polished Plank Idols show incised
decorations similar to that of Comb figures on the back side.

Plank figures
Plank figures have also been a topic of confusion in Cypriot archaeology, in relation to
their role in Cypriot society. Possible roles range from the protection of the dead in tombs
(Flourenzos, 1975), as fertility charms (Morris, 1985), and as representations of Inanna
(Washbourne, 2000). It is this third line of reasoning that seems to make the most sense in light
of the contact that Cyprus began to have in the third-millennium B.C.E. and the development
into a cult of Aphrodite that was to come (Figure XI).
On a large number of the Plank idols found to this date, incised lands have been starting
from where the shoulders of the object would be to approximately halfway down the body of the
piece, further on some objects. Examples of these include: one from Lapithos Tomb 201, three
from Vounous, and three with no provenance. These do not include the double-headed
variations (Morris, 1985). These incised lines have often been referred to as arms, despite the
fact that some Plank figures have clearly defined arms in conjunction with these incised lines.
Washbourne (2000) suggests that these incised lines actually represent tudittu, an article of
clothing worn by Inanna-Ištar and other gods and mortals in the Near East. The designs at the
terminal ends of these lines may represent jewelry that is customarily worn at the end of this
garment. The horizontal strip at the bottom of the Plank figure may be a belt. Where it lies
between the tudittu and is cut off, it may be simply covered by the garment. Tudittu were given
to women at their marriage, strengthening the idea of fertility that is also in line with InannaIštar. Also, the toggle pins associated with the tudittu are also found in Megiddo, Tepe Gawra,
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and Byblos, securing yet another connection between Cyprus and Byblos and possible
transmission of religious ideology (Washbourne, 2000).
The costume applied to the plank figures seems to have been just as important, if not
more, than the features applied to the body of the figure. As suggested by Cles-Reden (1961),
the style of the designs placed on these objects most likely indicate elaborate garments and the
rectangular formations common on the front are belts. Clothing may have become more of an
important detail to include in Cypriot artwork during the Middle Bronze Age, ornamentation
changing as Levantine and Mesopotamian influence began changing the culture of the island.
An important component of the myth of Inanna’s descent to the underworld to her sister
Ereshkigal’s realm is the removal of different pieces of clothing and accessories as she
descended through seven gates (Black and Green, 1992). Though this meaning may not be
applicable to all occurrences of these designs, it is an example of the importance of clothing in
representations.
Much debate has surrounded the presence of the plank figures that seem to occur with
two or three necks, indicating separate individuals, which have been found primarily in Lapithos
(Figure XII). Theories proposed have been: an amulet used to promote twins or triplets, a family
with the amount of children represented by the number of necks, and simply an artistic decision
(Morris, 1985). The idea that plank figures represented fertility charms, funerary
accompaniments to represent the widow or child left behind, or as a protective guardian over the
deceased may all be correct. One possible answer not explicitly evident in these idols is an
association with the nature of an Inanna-Ištar crossover to Cyprus. The dual, and even triple
nature of this goddess, may explain the presence of plank figures in different contexts and may
also provide an explanation for the variety of necks, depending on the purpose of the object or
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the specific taste of the artist. Black and Green (1992) present the idea of the triple nature of
Inanna-Ištar. One is that of love and sexuality, clearly presenting attributes that would come
handily to an agricultural society with an ideology focused on the cycle of life. The second is
battle, which is not a very strong argument, as the Cypriots do not seem to have experienced
much conflict at this point, but may have been translated to ferocity of protection for both the
living and the dead. The third aspect is the planet Venus, which can be tied into her first aspect
and can also be seen as a chthonic element as the morning and evening star. Although the third
aspect present can be translated loosely as a chthonic element which would have held
significance to Cyprus, a more solid chthonic interpretation of Inanna-Ištar in burial customs and
ancestor worship would have been the descent of Inanna into the underworld to her sister
Ereshkigal’s realm. The ability to go to the underworld and back presents a chthonic aspect onto
her and would have related to the snake imagery presented by the Cypriots. This triple aspect of
the goddess may have been represented in these triple-necked idols, an all-encompassing
representation of the transplanted goddess in Cypriot culture that could adapt her characteristics
to a living system already in place.
The double-necked plank idols can also fit according to this model. According to
Goodison and Morris (1998), the goddess has a two-sided presentation that can be seen in her
representation as Venus, the morning and evening star that represents the two transitions in the
extremes of the day. Inanna-Ištar has a large amount of variety that stretches from her femininity
to masculinity, the earth goddess characteristic of representing life and death, power and
gentleness. This duality could have also been represented in these two-necked idols. There is
also the possibility that these figures also represent marriage present in many nearby religions.
However, the first option seems the more likely of the two. Further research and excavation will
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be needed to support this claim and may only be possible through speculation due to the
abstractness of the idea but it is an avenue for investigation.

Hathor
Ištar did not make it to Cyprus in an untouched fashion, but instead came in a hybrid
combination with an equivalent goddess in the Egyptian pantheon, Hathor. The avenues of both
deities led to a central focus in Byblos, which had an important impact on the surrounding
countryside, surely influencing the religious beliefs of nearby Syrian peoples which also would
have had contact with the Cypriots. In Byblos, the Temple of Ba'alat Gebal was the divine house
of this fused deity, brought together under the name of Ba'alat Gebal, a characteristic Canaanite
name.
Vessels at the Temple of Ba'alat Gebal were dedicated to Hathor of Byblos and a cylinder
seal of Chephren had an inscription that read "beloved of Hathor." A fragment of Pepy I found
at the temple also referred to the primary center of Hathor in Egypt, providing another piece to
the puzzle. This temple and the iconography inside of it show the strongest association between
Syria and Egypt than anywhere else in the area (Smith, 1965). The reason for this dwelling place
of Hathor, rather than in her native land of Egypt, may be due to the acquirement of new
functions. Taking on the role of protectress of the lumber trade, she may have been called upon
by traders making the voyage back and forth, and therefore developed a home in the land to
which they were travelling to ensure greater safety. By the third millennium B.C.E., Egypt and
Byblos had developed a strong trading route with each other, and so a firmer connection between
the two and ensuring the continuation of this strong trade system only makes sense. This
blending of two cultural deities in the locus of Byblos suggests that if the Mesopotamian deity of
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Inanna-Ištar traveled to Cyprus through the region surrounding this important port city, it may
have taken on qualities of this fusion goddess.

Astarte/Ba'alat Gebal
The Syro-Palestine region was heavily influenced by the nearby Mesopotamian
civilization (Garbini, 1966). Evidence of this is reflected in the artwork of the area.
In the 1920s, Maurice Dunand (1928) uncovered a temple in Byblos dedicated to Ba'alat
Gebal constructed around 2700-2800 B.C.E. (Dunand, 1928; Stone, 1976). It is believed that
trading connections existed between Syria, and Byblos specifically, and Egypt at least before
2700 B.C.E., which would allow for this reasonable date for the construction of this major
temple (Smith, 1965). Ba'alat-Gebal, or Baalat on a more basic level, was a Canaanite goddess
that became the principal deity of Byblos due to her protection of the cedar wood trading that
was crucially important at this port with Egypt (Hart, 2005). This goddess became connected
with the Egyptian goddess, Hathor, due to their similarities and developing connection between
the two civilizations (Hart, 2005). Hathor is a cow goddess of the Egyptian pantheon,
represented with not only cow horns and a sun disk, but also as a snake in conjunction with
Wadjet, the protectress of Lower Egypt and the signifier of the pharaoh. In the Middle Kingdom
(2181-1550 B.C.E.), she is known to have been closely associated with a cult center at Byblos,
also tied closely with the Canaanite goddess Astarte, who also can be seen wearing bull horns as
a sign of divinity (Hart, 2005).
Here, there are two common Cypriot motifs joined together in one location that
presumably had some sort of contact with Cyprus, although little is known at this point. With
further evidence, archaeologists may be able to uncover a direct, heavily supported trading
system between Cyprus and Byblos. However, currently there are a few objects of interest and an
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established trading system with other areas of the Levant, mostly concentrated in the south.
Possible Byblite or Ugarit daggers were found in various tombs at Lapithos, a couple of which
date to the Early Bronze III period, and the other dating to the Middle Bronze Age (Branigan,
1966). Although a tenuous connection, it does provide some evidence suggesting that there may
have been some sort of contact between Byblos and Cyprus during the Early Bronze Age, and
possibly beforehand. Also, considering the importance of the Ba'alat Gebal Temple as a cult
center in the Levant, it is likely that the influence of this religious center made an impact on the
surrounding area of the Levant. As a result, it is possible that the beliefs of the Byblite religious
center may have spread to Cyprus through another location that was participating in more trading
and interaction with the island than Byblos itself.

Vounous
Vounous represents an exceptional amount of potentially religious-related material in
Cyprus. This may be due to insufficient excavation so far in both presently discovered
settlements and settlements that have not been located yet. However, compared to many other
contemporary sites, it currently reflects an especially religious atmosphere that helps to
contribute to our understanding of Cypriot religion. It is important to consider that Vounous,
located near the northern coast of the island, will most likely exhibit regional differences from
settlements focused in the south, possibly due to more direct contact with the Anatolian
mainland, different social organization, and/or different trading networks. However, it still
contributes a large deal to our understanding of the ideological thinking and practices of the
Early Bronze Age inhabitants of the island.
Stewart (1962) believed that Vounous "was either a leading religious centre or the
population was unusually religious." Peltenburg (1994) stated that the importation of cattle to
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Cyprus could likely have occurred in great force at Vounous. This significant importation of
cattle would provide an explanation for the religious zeal of this location. The arrival of the
cattle also indicated a significant arrival of Anatolians to this settlement, an indication of
assimilation of religious ideas from the mainland.
The most prominent object that comes to mind in relation to Vounous and religion is the
Vounous Model that dates to the end of the Early Bronze Age. Much debate has occurred over
the meaning of this object but the general consensus lies on its interpretation as an image of a
sacred ceremony, whether in devotion to a deity or being or as a funerary ritual. Dikaios (1940),
who discovered this model, strongly believed it was a religious model and presented the idea that
the bulls represented fertility and the snakes represented death. Frankel and Tamvaki (1973)
present the idea that is actually a burial scene, which presents some intriguing possibilities as it
was found in a tomb. Morris (1985) believes it to be a scene of village life.
Karageorghis (1991) questioned the meaning of the circular formation of the model,
pointing out that the common architecture of the time period was a rectilinear fashion, as
opposed to the circular formations of pre-Bronze Age Cyprus. While Kargeorghis suggests that
sacred spaces may have gone against secular architectural norms, it may be artistic taste. Either
for the purpose of being compact or to present the scene in a unique fashion, the presentation of
the ritual in a circular format may simply be the desire of the artist who created it
As previously discussed, much of the evidence uncovered relating to religious practices
has been found in Bellapais-Vounous. This is probably due to the fact that the area was a large
trading center for both external and internal systems. With increased interaction of different
populations, an admixture of ideas occurred that allowed profound and dramatic changes in the
belief system of the surrounding population. This most likely describes why there is such a
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prominent religious character in this settlement in comparison to other locations, especially the
southern region of the island.

Conclusion
Through this comparative approach of Cypriot religion, I have come to the conclusion
that Early Bronze Age Cypriot religion is a continuation of Near Eastern and Anatolian beliefs.
Whether or not these beliefs are fully present during the Chalcolithic and even before this point
is beyond the scope of this particular project. The characteristic nature of Cypriot religion is
probably due to the circumstances of the islanders as they made contact with these new areas
after such a long period of isolation and the adaptation of the new systems to their own previous
ideologies and the consequent development from island insularity. The lack of writing until the
Late Bronze Age stunts absolute research in this field. However, the examination of artifacts,
iconographic representations, and the similarities in locations that Cyprus most likely had contact
with, may provide some clues with a strong probability of truth.
It is my conclusion that the bull cult was first introduced to Cyprus by the Anatolian
migrants in the mid-third millennium as they began to settle on the island. The close interaction
and heavy influence seen by material evidence leaves little doubt that this same group of people
would have affected their religious beliefs as well. The reason for the differences in the bull
cults of Anatolia and of Cyprus is due to the introductory nature of the species. While Anatolia
dealt with the wild aurochs for a longer period of time, the Cypriots were introduced to already
domesticated bulls and oxen. These bulls were calmer in nature and were bred for meat,
strength, and fertility. As such, these factors became the all-encompassing qualities of this
species and resulted in the incorporation of this animal as a gentle fertility symbol that had a
quality of strength and power to it.
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The facet of the snake presents more of a difficulty that requires further research to fully
comprehend. There is possible evidence of the use of the snake in iconography and as a charm
prior to the Early Bronze Age. However, its sudden development as a religious symbol has little
concrete evidence to provide a mode and reason for transmission. Also, unlike bulls with their
distinctive shape that can be easily recognized, the depiction of snakes on ceramics is more
difficult to accurately interpret. As stated by other scholars, it is quite possible that every wavy
line and zig-zag formation previously seen as representing a snake could simply be what it looks
like, the artistic style of the creator of the ceramic. Due to the lack of realistic depiction until the
Late Bronze Age, it is near impossible to reach a positive conclusion that these lines are, in fact,
snakes. While it is a strong possibility, we cannot say with confidence.
Taking this cautionary piece of advice into consideration, we may still proceed with the
assumption that these lines are perhaps simplistic representations of this common symbol
throughout the Mediterranean basin and much of Europe and the Near East. It is likely that the
snake had some type of foothold already in Cyprus prior to the island's exposure to the opening
of the Eastern Mediterranean trading network. It is likely that with the opening of its interaction
with the surrounding populations, the snake took on acquired meanings and developed an
association with the bull. The snake probably represented a fertility charm and chthonic being
and so fit in with the terrestrial, aggressively fertile and virile bull. The two animals may have
taken on complementary qualities.
The use of animals as powerful symbols during the Bronze Age most likely represented a
transition from simple charms and a recognition of supernatural forces into a concrete belief in
deities. This makes sense when seen in conjunction with the fact that Cyprus had left a period of
insularity and became exposed to major religions all built around divine beings. The
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development of the bull clearly comes from the Anatolian transmission of the bull cult and the
shipment of domesticated cattle from the mainland. The existence of the snake as a religious
symbol may have been already present on the island but gained further traction and popularity
when a complementary symbol was incorporated. The possible existence and interpretation of
the bird figures as doves may show the increasing animalistic representation of Inanna-Ištar.
However, religions are not likely to take root if there is nothing for them to hold on to, if
there is nothing that can be related to by the native population. As a result, the previous symbols
and traditions were adapted to associate them with these incoming divine beings.
The transmission of Inanna-Ištar to this island most likely took place during the latter half
of the third millennium B.C.E, as evident by the increasing use of characteristically
Mesopotamian symbols and the trading connections to the mainland. This likely represents the
beginning of the long Cypriote process of forming the Aphrodite cult that would eventually come
to symbolize the island in the Mediterranean during ancient times. Without the aid of a written
language at this point, it is hard to tell if there was any specific name that the deities were
referenced as. However, with the available evidence and the comparative process, it can be
assumed that, most likely through connections with Byblos and other mainland settlements, the
opening of Cypriot borders to these surrounding civilizations greatly affected the islanders. The
Cypriots, previously stuck in insularity and unaware of the interactions occurring around them,
became exposed to new ideas and ways of living. The acceptance of Cypriots to adapt to
mainland ideas proved a pivotal point for the island’s religious history.
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Figures

Figure I: Bronze Age settlements
in Cyprus (Adapted from Steel,
2004)

Figure II: Bowl from Vounous
depicting bull heads (Adapted from
Stewart, 1999)

Figure III: Vounous Model from
Bellapais-Vounous (Adapted from
Bolger, 1996)
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Figure V: Representations
of Innanna-Ištar (Adapted
from Black and Green,
1992)

VI: Tulip
bowlwith
from
Vounous
FigureFigure
IV: Vounous
bowls
snake
and
bull iconography (Adapted from Stewart,
1999)

Figure VI: ECI bowl and
jug from Vounous a) Tomb
155-1; b) Tomb 160A.13; c)
Tomb160A.16 (Adapted
from Webb and Frankel,
2010)
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Figure VII: Tulip bowls from
Vounous (Adapted from Webb and
Frankel, 2010)

Figure VIII: Tulip bowl from
Vounous Tomb 84 (Adapted from
Stewart, 1999)

Figure IX: Anthropomorphic representations with animal features from
Vounous (Adapted from Webb and Frankel, 2010)
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Figure X: ECI Comb
figures (Adapted from
Morris, 1985)

Figure XI: ECI Plank Idols
(Adapted from Morris, 1985)

Figure XII: Double-headed Plank
Idols (Adapted from Morris, 1985)
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Figure XIII: Bird zoomorphic
representation similar to that
proposed by Negbi (1972) as a
dove (Adapted from Dunn-Vaturi,
2003)
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